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Presentation Notes
AIM spends on average 20% of resources on R&D efforts.    We’ve been developing AI based systems for years.  Our E-Path system processes over 16 million pathology reports per year and we are moving to other types of medical reports such as diagnostic imaging and others…A.I  = Artificial Intelligence



• Natural language processing 
– 1970s Formal grammars (Chomsky) – hand coded rules 

• Direct coding of human expertise
– Heuristics
– Rule based systems
– Semantic analysis and networks
– Knowledge acquisition and representation

• Machine learning approaches
– Association (clustering)
– Supervised and unsupervised parts of speech tagging (by induction)
– Discovery of patterns - Neural nets, Deep learning
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NLP is a sub-set of AIEarly machine learning created decision rules – mostly based on information entropy.   Examine a collection of examples of the concepts – build a decision tree, make questions that reduce the dis-order (unpredictability)  in the information.  Requires a teacher (examples that are marked as correct or incorrect) What is expertise?  Lots of bits of knowledge gained from experience…  Sometimes augmented with theory either studied or developed from observation…  sometimes generalized to unseen situations.



• Formal grammars – the 
study of semantics or 
interpretations
– Idealizations of natural 
languages 

Many models exist – choose one that 
works for your problem
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Chomsky has argued that linguistic structures are at least partly innate, and that they reflect a "universal grammar" (UG) that underlies and can account for all human grammatical systems.He argues that language acquisition is an innate structure, or function, of the human brain.  Chomsky believes that there are structures of the brain that control the interpretation and production of speech.  Children do not need any kind of formal teaching to learn to speakSkinner viewed babies as ‘empty vessels’ which language had to be ‘put in to’  Skinner also viewed language acquisition as a cognitive behaviour  operant conditioning - child goes through trial-and-error in other words they tries and fails to use correct language until it succeeds;The Neats want nice formal logics as the basis of artificial intelligence.  This includes anyone who prefers classical logic (e.g., Common Logic, RIF-BLD, or SBVR) or standard ontologies (e.g., OWL-DL) for representing knowledge and reasoning with it.  The Scruffies may use well-defined technology, but are not constrained by it.  They’ll do whatever they think works,  - Watson is scruffy!Neats consider that solutions should be elegant, clear, and provably correct. Scruffies believe that intelligence is too complicated (or computationally intractable)



Grammars and Parsers
Statistical Methods

Probabilistic parsing
N- Grams

Context sensitive 
Context free parsing

Lexicalized parsing
Named entities (and relationships)

Context determination
Parts of speech tagging

Word sense disambiguation
Vector space representation
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Example: Phrase Structure Tree

``At last, a computer that

Understands you like your mother (does)

V NP S

VP

Understands (that) you like your mother 

V S

VP

Different structures lead to different interpretations

understands you like your mother”
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Many formal techniquesEach has inherent strengths and weaknessesNo one formal technique covers all NLP



Computer processing of 
language is a difficult 

task.
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• Ambiguity

“flying planes can be dangerous”

• Need background knowledge to 
determine context

– Pilot at risk? 
– Danger to people on ground? 
– Plane is an airplane? A geometric 

object?  A woodworking tool?
– Is “can” a verb or a noun?
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“there is evidence of cancer, no invasion 
is seen”
In reality: 
• The use of grammar is inconsistent
• Data is often contained in ad-hoc lists or tables or 

other creative structures
• Uses specialized acronyms that require context 

understanding such as “ALL”, or “CA” 
• Uses data groupings such as in TNM values or 

Gleason score

Context is difficult for machines when 
grammar is not well formed!

What about poorly structured 
sentences? - These approaches are very 
fragile. 
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We reviewed several NLP toolkits and compared:  Apache OpenNLP, cTAKES, UIMALink GrammarNatural Languge ToolkitStanford Parser & Core NLP, NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit), ScalaNLP.Talk about how it is parsed.. In this well formed sentence“Existential Phrase” (because of “there” at the beginning of the phrase).



We need:

Knowledge 
about language

Knowledge 
about the world

There is a Knowledge 
Bottleneck in NLP
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Deep analysis is often traded for robust 
approximations

Empirical or heuristic approach seems to 
be best for real world applications.
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Deep analysis may be computationally complexMay not be enough informationHeuristic approach – rule of thumb, 	not necessarily infallible	not necessarily provable	not necessarily understoodMost common sense knowledge is heuristic knowledge



• Apache Open NLP
• Stanford Parser & CoreNLP
• UIMA: Unstructured Information Management Application
• Python NLTK (Natural Language ToolKit)
• Link Grammar - Carnegie Mellon University
• Word2vec   vector('king') - vector('man') + vector('woman') is close to vector('queen')

• Grammar parsers tend to make more mistakes when parsing 
more complex sentences.

• Unstructured sentences are a hit-and-miss
• Still require specialized lexicons (medical)
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UIMA: Unstructured Information Management Application, a software systems that analyze large volumes of unstructured information in order to discover knowledge that is relevant to end user.  UIMA provides facilities to develop a specific-purpose grammar parser and part of speech tagger with the help of one or more training set(s). UIMA is based on a pipeline structure.  Information flows through the pipeline and undergo certain annotations in each stage of the pipeline. That’s how the information gets more structured as it goes through the pipeline. IBM Watson was developed on UIMA.Python NLTK (Natural Language ToolKit) :  NLTK is a suit of libraries and programs for symbolic and statistical natural language processing in Python. NLTK gets a part of speech tagger and a grammar parser . Then it annotates text and finds the dependencies. The grammar parser for negation detection is straightforward.  however, any grammar parser requires a precise Part of Speech tagger supporting it.  There are built-in POTs in NLTK, however they are not suitable enough for pathological reports. I could get some results using the negation detection grammar parsing, but it was not well enough as there was no POT specifically for pathology reports.  If we develop our own POT overtime, then It would be easy to write a grammar parser for purposes like negation detection etc.  



• Supervised vs non-supervised
• Regression techniques for classification 
• Perceptron algorithms 
• Generate trees to minimize information 

entropy (disorder)

• Clustering (class induction)
• Feature detectors
• Probabilistic context-free grammars
• Hidden Markov models
• Word vector representation

Machine learning approaches tackle different types of problems

• Large data sets now available (eg: the internet)
• Statistical modeling is based on observation, not first principles
• New algorithms and training approaches have fueled renewed interest

• Deep learning is a new way to train many-layer neural networks
• Vector representations of words and associations with its neighbors allows 

for input into deep learning networks  
• BUT! Don’t throw out the power of heuristics quite yet!
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Geoffrey Hinton – one of the key contributors of neural nets and deep learning presented his work on recognition of written characters at AIM symposium about 9 or 10 years ago.



The reality of NLP in medical reports

Moving from case-selection to discrete data extraction required new 
approaches – The problem is much more difficult

Confounding data 
• Extra numbers and values - sometimes conflicting 
• Needs knowledge on how to interpret

Ad hoc tables and data aggregates 
• Formatted with tabs, spaces, characters
• Requires pattern recognition 

Lots of variability in data representation
When grammar does not help to bound the search for concepts and relations, 
the matching of keywords to concepts becomes somewhat combinatorial.
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When reports in in sentences, then grammar parsing techniques work very well – we implement this to assist in negation.



• Are we trying to “understand” medical reports? – Not really.
 We are looking for the correct values for specific attributes.  
 Locate the correct concept in a string of words – which may or may 

not be in sentences.
• So the problem is translated as a “Search” problem
• We reduce it to the “physics” level – how do we perform this 

search?
– Reduce the search space
– Implement fast search algorithms
– Add heuristics to improve accuracy
– Exploit other NLP techniques to augment heuristics

The system goes beyond grammar parsing algorithms to identify patterns and data 
aggregates thereby increasing accuracy
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– Attribute value identification 
– Heuristic segmentation *
– Table detection
– Numeric processing 
– Data formatting (general methods)
– Scoring heuristics

• Current speed tests with extraction of 90 possible data items per 
report including case-finding classification rules  60 – 70 reports per 
second.
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In situations where grammar is not properly formed, this technique helps to bound the concepts as well as assign negation context.Fast (one pass) search algorithm that use heuristics to reduce the search spaceThe UNITS technology implements what we call “heuristic segmentation”  where the boundaries of where to search for concepts are defined by heuristics rather than grammar trees.Grows concepts when potential keywords are foundPrunes concepts when keywords go out of scope ad defined by the heuristic segmentationThis stage “generates” what can be considered the “RAW” data - all the candidate concepts, numbers and things that can be found within the text. 



Stage 1
Search 

Algorithms
(Speed)

Stage 2
Knowledge 

Base 
(Accuracy)

Stage 3
Inference 

Rules 
(Classify)

Raw Text

Raw data Cancer 
attributes

Generate lots of data 
from the raw text.

Uses heuristics to find 
concepts and numeric 

values

Test and refine this data 
against a knowledgebase 
by removing unwanted 

information

Infer properties 
such as cancer site, 
reportability or CNS 
tumor classification
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We call this technology UNITS 



• When sentences are not well formed, concept 
matching becomes a combinatorial problem

• A method that uses with fast keyword search with 
efficient concept identification is required to achieve 
high accuracy and speed.

Five main ideas 
– Smart segmentation and distance mapping
– Key word search and concept tracking
– Concept resolution by simultaneous growing and pruning 
– Negation detection
– Heuristics scoring 
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Need a dictionary of concepts and synonyms – the things you’re looking forNeed a method to constrain the search space – avoid combinatorial explosionNeed an algorithm that can identify permutations of keywords quicklyNeed a method to determine context – mostly for negation



this technique helps to bound the concepts as well as assign negation 
context.

A Fast (one pass) search algorithm that use heuristics to reduce the search space
• The AI engine implements what we call “heuristic segmentation”  where the 

boundaries of where to search for concepts are defined by heuristics rather 
than grammar trees.

• Concept trackers
– Grow concepts when potential keywords are found
– Prune concepts when keywords go out of scope as defined by the heuristic 

segmentation

This stage “generates” what can be considered the “RAW” data - all the candidate 
concepts, numbers and things that can be found within the text, but by design -
most of this stuff is not the desired data.
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Heuristic segmentation
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Heuristics that constrain data specific properties
• Numeric units and ranges,  allowed values
• Conflict resolution, context determination.
• Question/answer mapping

This stage examines the volume of data produced by the 
stage 1 algorithms and refines or removes errant data.

• Each data item has it’s own properties and rules –
independent of the general NLP methods.  We call these 
pieces of knowledge “UNITS”

• Units are the direct coding of knowledge about how to 
identify and interpret the correct information for that data 
item
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The Units Knowledge base
A unit is the representation of an Attribute and its 

possible values.
– A unit is self contained (contains all the information required to 

identify and extract the information)
– The processing of a unit is done by the AI search engine
– Units do not care about any particular domain or application
– Units are developed, tested and stored in a library
– Performance measurement is done on the individual unit

Unit 
Attribute Values 

Search 
instructions

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction
Unit Library 

Collection of units
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New representation scheme is framed around questions and answers (Q/A) such as “histologic type” rather than a “checklist”Each unit is defined as the chunk of knowledge that is specific to each question or the data of interestUnits are developed and performance tested independently of the underlying NLP search algorithms. Added inference capabilities allows a higher level of reasoning e.g.  recurrence, or automated coding
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• This is where the higher level operations take place
• Production rules based system using inference engine 

to examine the resulting information and make 
decisions.

• Used to develop expert systems - rules can address 
any level of logic complexity.

• Examples
– Case-selection
– CNS classification, 
– Site identification, 
– Recurrence **
– Automated coding **
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All improvements that we did in RCA for TNM and Bio-markers are also incorporated into the Units KB.We converted the CNS system into Units which gave a marked improvement in the ability to distinguish between classes.



(defrule CNS!Conditions!Metastatic
(agenda conditions $?)   
(codes (code-type C)(wordSense positive)(code ?c &:(match ?c 70.0 70.1 70.9 72.8 72.9 75.1 75.2 75.3) 

|:(in ?c 71.0 71.9)
|:(in ?c 72.0 72.5))

(sectionName ?section)(sentenceId ?sentenceId))

(codes (code-type M) (code ?mCode)(b 6)(n ?num)(wordSense positive)
(sectionName ?section))  
=>

(say "Condition Metastatic "  ?mCode)
(assert (Condition (name metastatic) (code ?mCode)(sentenceId ?sentenceId)))            

) 
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Unit 
Attribute Values 

Search instructions

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction
Unit Library 

Collection of units

build
Application specific 

Executable 

• Architecture separates NLP processing algorithms from knowledge base 
definitions

• Units allow many improvements in how we define, manage, test and 
improve the AI knowledge bases.

• Units can be built for any type of information in any document type.
• Inference engine capabilities allows complex inference rules.  

Select the units needed for a specific application
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Unit Name
Additional Pathologic Findings
AFP
ALK
Arterial Invasion
b-hCG
Bloom Richardson Grade
Bloom Richardson Score
BRAF
Breslow's depth
CA-125
Calcification
Calcitonin
CEA
Clark's Staging
Depth of Invasion
Distance of Tumor from Anterior Margin
Distance of Tumor from Closest margin
Distance of Tumor from Deep Margin
Distance of Tumor from Inferior Margin
Distance of Tumor from Lateral Margin
Distance of Tumor from Medial Margin
Distance of Tumor from Posterior Margin
Distance of Tumor from Superior Margin
Distant Metastasis (pM)
EGFR
ER - Allred Score
ER Status
Examination type
Extranodal Extension

FISH Resu+B31:B60lts
Focality
Gleason Grade - Primary Pattern
Gleason Grade - Secondary Pattern
Gleason Grade - Tertiary Pattern
Gleason Score
Grade of dysplasia
Grading System
HER2 % cells stained
HER2 gene copy number
HER2 Result
HER2:CEP 17 ratio
Histologic Grade
Histologic Type
HX
ICD-O-3 Morphology AIM Inc.
ICD-O-3 Topography AIM Inc.
Implants
Ki-67
KRAS
Laterality
LDH
Lymph Nodes Examined
Lymph Nodes Negative
Lymph Nodes Positive
Lymphatic Invasion
Lymphovascular (LV) Invasion
Miscellaneous Terms
Mitotic Count
Nottingham Grade

Nottingham Score
Nuclear Pleomorphism
Organ(s) Included
Pathologic Staging (FIGO)
Perineural Invasion
Periprostatic Fat Invasion
PK
Pleural Invasion
Positive Cancer Terms
PR - Allred Score
PR Status
Primary Tumor (pT)
Procedure
PSA
Regional Lymph Nodes (pN)
S-100
Seminal Vesicle Invasion
Site ID
Specimen Greatest dimension
Specimen Size
Specimen Type
Specimen Weight
Stage
Treatment
Tubule Formation
Tumor Configuration
Tumor Site and Extent
Tumor Size - Greatest dimension (cm)
Tumor Weight
Venous (Large Vessel) Invasion
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We use ICD-0-3 units for E-Path case-finding..   And the addition of Hx for CNS.  
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We use ICD-0-3 units for E-Path case-finding..   And the addition of Hx for CNS.  



1. E-Path-Pathology and diagnostic imaging
2. Abrevio document abstracting and RCA 
3. Information from Radiotherapy reports
4. The coding problem for primary tumors *
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History of renal cancer
with lesions on frontal lobe
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Resection medulloblastoma
Post surgical change
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Hospital A XRAY CT MRI TOTAL

Reports sample 21,284 416 2 21,702

Classification > 0 307 330 0 637
1 History of cancer 249 232 - 481
2 Metastases 31 79 - 110
3 Previously known 8 16 - 24
4 Positive (new) 19 1 - 20
5 Recurrent - 2 - 2

Diagnostic imaging of the Chest
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Hospital B (Mar-Apr/16) XRAY CT MRI TOTAL

Reports sample 1877 7651 2 9530
Classification > 0 319 577 0 896
1 History of cancer 260 315 - 575
2 Metastases 29 189 - 218
3 Previously known 17 37 - 54
4 Positive (new) 13 32 - 45
5 Recurrent - 4 - 4
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Diagnostic imaging of the Chest
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Can an automated system provide the SEER 
Site coding designations?

– Use defined SEER Rules
– Compare against large reference set and identify 

discrepancies.
– Create new rules and re-test
– Measure confidence - Identify high confidence codes 
– Provide explanation for codes
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GROSS DESCRIPTION:
Specimen is received in two parts

Parts 1: Specimen is labeled "left lobe and left isthmus".  Specimen is
received fresh for intraoperative consultation and consists of a 6 gm,
3.9 x 2.5 x 2 cm lobe of thyroid gland.  Specimen is inked and serially
sectioned to reveal a 1.7 cm cirrhotic mass abutting the surrounding
surface focally.  A fine needle aspiration is performed.  Representative
section of the mass is submitted for frozen.  The remnant of the frozen
is submitted in cassette 1 FS.  The remainder of the thyroid parenchyma
is dark red and homogeneous.  There is no additional nodule grossly
identified.  The remainder of the specimen is submitted:  Cassette A-D -
mass, Cassette E-G - the remainder of the thyroid gland, in a total of
eight cassettes.

Parts 2:  Specimen is labeled "paratracheal lymph node".  Specimen is
received fresh and consists of a 0.4 x 0.2 x 0.2 cm ovoid tan nodule.
Entire specimen is submitted in one cassette.  ZZ/FA:bds
#

DIAGNOSIS:
1.  THYROID, LEFT LOBE AND ISTHMUS (RESECTION):
CARCINOMA OF THE THYROID, 1.7 CM, WITH INVASION OF THE THYROID
CAPSULE.
TUMOR APPROACHES TO WITHIN FRACTIONS OF A MILLIMETER OF THE 
EXTERNAL
SURFACE.
NO INVASION OF THE SURROUNDING SKELETAL MUSCLE SEEN.

2.  PARATRACHEAL LYMPH NODE (BIOPSY):
METASTATIC CARCINOMA, MICROSCOPIC FOCI,  SUBCAPSULAR SINUS OF 
LYMPH
NODE, SEE COMMENT.

M-80103
M-82603 - 95%
M-80503
C73.9 - 95%
C77.9

Explanation:  
If have 
C73.9 (Thyroid NOS) + M80503 (Papillary carcinoma) 
Then add
M82603 (Papillary Carcinoma of thyroid)
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Can be used in automatic mode for high confidence codes.Improvement in coding consistency may happen if given to registrars.  Can help to train new coders by providing recommendations and explanationsCan facilitate changes to coding rules by simply updating the system.
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We use ICD-0-3 units for E-Path case-finding..   And the addition of Hx for CNS.  



• Run experiments using previously coded reports as the 
reference set.

• Extract UNITS data from each report and combine with 
reference data to  create a training set. 

• Run experiments to auto generate coding rules and test for 
accuracy.

• Use those rules in a production system as a Coding Wizard.
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Histologic type1 Histologic type2 C-code1 C-code2 M-code1 M-code2 M-code3 Reference M-code
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1. HistologicType_1=Adenocarcinoma NOS,  TopographyCode_1=C61.9 49 ==> M_CODE=M-81403 49    acc:(0.98136)

2. TopographyCode_1=C61.9 Morphology,  Code_1=M-81403 44 ==> M_CODE=M-81403 44    acc:(0.97935)

3. HistologicType_1=Invasive Adenocarcinoma Morphology,  Code_1=M-81403 26 ==> M_CODE=M-81403 26    acc:(0.96584)

4. MorphologyCode_1=M-80001 Morphology,  Code_2=M-81403 21 ==> M_CODE=M-81403 21    acc:(0.95821)

5. HistologicType_1=Adenocarcinoma NOS,  HistologicType_2=Adenocarcinoma NOS 19 ==> M_CODE=M-81403 19    acc:(0.95412)

6. HistologicType_1=Adenocarcinoma NOS,  TopographyCode_2=C77.5 17 ==> M_CODE=M-81403 17    acc:(0.94916)

7. HistologicType_1=Adenocarcinoma NOS,  MorphologyCode_2=M-80003 17 ==> M_CODE=M-81403 17    acc:(0.94916)

8. HistologicType_1=Invasive Adenocarcinoma,  TopographyCode_1=C61.9 16 ==> M_CODE=M-81403 16    acc:(0.94626)

9. TopographyCode_1=C61.9,  MorphologyCode_1=M-80003 16 ==> M_CODE=M-81403 16    acc:(0.94626)

Input vector generated by UNITS Engine for each report ~ 3000 reports

Rules produced by machine learning with estimated confidence values
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Site Training set classifier Accuracy
Georgia 90% NaiveBase 68%

BayesNet 77%
J48 69%

100% NaiveBayes 74%
BayesNet 81%

Kentucky 90% NaiveBayes 65%
BayesNet 65%
J48 67%

Some issues
Preliminary experiments with small data set – need more reference data
We are not 100% confident of the accuracy of the coding because of age of 
data set.
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• Continue development of prototype using live 
reference data.

• The approach can be imbedded in a production 
system to build training data from user input.

• It can monitor its existing rules based on ongoing 
user input and compare.  

• Flag when a rule change is found and may 
automatically update the rule set if needed.

• The availability of UNITS data for machine learning 
can open up many possibilities. 
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Thank you
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In word co-ordinates only
The brown fox jumped over the small pond and landed on the green grass, however he missed the quick rabbit.
1 2           3   4             5       6     7         8   9      10         11 12  13        14      15             16 17    18  19      20    

Introduce some partial segments with example scores (and = 20  , =  8   However = 20  Period = 100)
Super imposed co-ordinates:
The brown fox jumped over the small pond and landed on the green grass, however he missed the quick rabbit. Continue..
1     2           3   4             5       6     7         8   9      10         11 12  13        14      15             16 17 18  19      20

20 8 20                                                            100
Cumulative Co-ordinates
The brown fox jumped over the small pond and landed on the green grass,    however he missed the quick rabbit.   Continue…
1      2           3   4             5       6     7         8         29  30        31 32  33      34     42 62            63              64   65      66          167 ….

The brown fox jumped over the small puddle and landed on the green grass,    however he missed the quick rabbit.   Continue…

Hills increase the distance and hence reduce the probability of concept matching 
between keywords.   Segmentation (hill sizes) can be concept dependent - the 
landscape changes as the search progresses and with the concept being tracked.
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Say we have these concepts to track
• The quick brown fox
• The quick rabbit
• The small rabbit

Follow the trace 
N:found
Place-holder
A-[removed]
A-[Complete]

Search engine found the concept
“the quick rabbit”

A-[1: the quick brown fox]
B-[1: the quick rabbit]
C-[1: the small rabbit]

A-[1: the quick 2:brown fox]

D-[6: the quick brown fox]
E-[6: the quick rabbit]
F-[6: the small rabbit]

C-[1: the 7:small rabbit]
F-[6: the 7:small rabbit]
……..

A-[1: the quick brown fox]
B-[1: the quick rabbit]
C-[1: the small rabbit]
D-[6: the quick brown fox]
E-[6: the quick rabbit]
F-[6: the small rabbit]
G-[64:the 65:quick brown fox]
H-[64:the 65:quick rabbit]

H-[64:the 65:quick rabbit]
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The brown fox jumped over the small puddle and landed on the green grass,    however he missed the quick rabbit.   Continue…
1      2           3   4             5       6     7         8         29  30        31 32  33      34     42 62            63              64   65      66          167

Found keyword 1:the

Found keyword 2:brown

Found keyword 6:the

Found keyword 7:small

…….

Found keyword 65:quick

Found keyword 66:rabbit Copyright AIM 2016
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• Convert free text path reports to 
standardized data

• Searchable for studies, trials..
• Automated candidate identification and 

notification
• Works with historical as well as current 

reports
• Produces statistics on pathology data 

contained in reports
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Synoptic Report
CLINICAL HISTORY/MACROSCOPY
Right mastectomy and axillary tissue.  A right mastectomy 
specimen with overlying skin measuring 220mm x 85mm and 
underlying breast tissue measuring 220mm x 100mm x 70mm.  
The axillary tail measures 125 x 60mm. The nipple is 
slightly retracted and located centrally.  The superior 
margin is painted red, the inferior margin painted green and 
the deep cut margin is painted blue.  Cut sections of the 
underlying breast tissue shows an ill-defined grey white 
yellow lesion with patchy areas of haemorrhage measuring 35 
x 35 x 35mm located immediately below the nipple, 20mm from 
the inferior margin, 45mm from the deep cut margin, 50mm 
from the superior margin, 85mm from the medial margin and 
100mm from the lateral cut margin.  A1 - nipple, B1 - upper 
outer quadrant, C1 - upper inner quadrant, D1 - lower outer 
quadrant, E1 - lower inner quadrant, F1, G1 - tumour
composite blocks, H1, I1 - tumour composite blocks, J1 -
deep cut margin, K1 - superior margin, L1 – inferior margin, 
M4 - lymph nodes, N4 - lymph nodes, O - 3 serial slices, 
lymph node, P - 3 lymph nodes.

MICROSCOPY
This right mastectomy specimen demonstrates an invasive 
ductal carcinoma with the following pathological features:

TUMOUR HISTOLOGY & GRADE
The tumour is of an infiltrating poorly differentiated 
ductal carcinoma of non-otherwise specified type.  The 
tumour is poorly defined and extremely infiltrative, 
comprising poorly-formed tubules, nests or strands of 
cuboidal tumour cells displaying high grade nuclei.  The 
tumour cells are set within fibrotic desmoplastic stroma.  
Many lactiferous ducts are entrapped within the tumour.  
Frequent tumour mitoses are seen.  Microcalcification is 
seen in some neoplastic tubules.

Tumour grade (Modified Bloom-Richardson Scoring System):
Tubular formation:            3
Nuclear atypia:               3
Tumour mitoses:               2

                   8  

Copyright AIM 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We addressed this problem with the development of the Synoptex  system.   A brief review – Synoptex reads the free text of the pathology report to determine the site and procedure and then extracts the pertinent data items to create a Synoptic list.
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CLINICAL HISTORY/MACROSCOPY
Right mastectomy and axillary tissue.  A right mastectomy 
specimen with overlying skin measuring 220mm x 85mm and 
underlying breast tissue measuring 220mm x 100mm x 70mm.  
The axillary tail measures 125 x 60mm. The nipple is 
slightly retracted and located centrally.  The superior 
margin is painted red, the inferior margin painted green and 
the deep cut margin is painted blue.  Cut sections of the 
underlying breast tissue shows an ill-defined grey white 
yellow lesion with patchy areas of haemorrhage measuring 35 
x 35 x 35mm located immediately below the nipple, 20mm from 
the inferior margin, 45mm from the deep cut margin, 50mm 
from the superior margin, 85mm from the medial margin and 
100mm from the lateral cut margin.  A1 - nipple, B1 - upper 
outer quadrant, C1 - upper inner quadrant, D1 - lower outer 
quadrant, E1 - lower inner quadrant, F1, G1 - tumour 
composite blocks, H1, I1 - tumour composite blocks, J1 -
deep cut margin, K1 - superior margin, L1 – inferior margin, 
M4 - lymph nodes, N4 - lymph nodes, O - 3 serial slices, 
lymph node, P - 3 lymph nodes.

MICROSCOPY
This right mastectomy specimen demonstrates an invasive 
ductal carcinoma with the following pathological features:

TUMOUR HISTOLOGY & GRADE
The tumour is of an infiltrating poorly differentiated 
ductal carcinoma of non-otherwise specified type.  The 
tumour is poorly defined and extremely infiltrative, 
comprising poorly-formed tubules, nests or strands of 
cuboidal tumour cells displaying high grade nuclei.  The 
tumour cells are set within fibrotic desmoplastic stroma.  
Many lactiferous ducts are entrapped within the tumour.  
Frequent tumour mitoses are seen.  Microcalcification is 
seen in some neoplastic tubules.

Tumour grade (Modified Bloom-Richardson Scoring System):
Tubular formation:            3
Nuclear atypia:               3
Tumour mitoses:               2

                   8  

Synoptic Report

Copyright AIM 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These data are converted into standard form to facilitate database searching.  Synoptex also allows quick verification of the data within the text.
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RCA changes the way you search
Finds the candidates for you in real 
time
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Presentation Notes
Historical data VS ongoing.. . Talk about historical searches to investigate hypothesis …  then can decide if study is worthwhile
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• Examined 250 ePath reports from each of 5 
sites (breast, colon, lung, ovary, and 
prostate). Reports came from 4 SEER 
registries (Detroit,  Georgia, Kentucky, and 
Louisiana).

• The randomly selected free text ePath 
reports were processed through the AIM E-
PATH RCA application.
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Presentation Notes
So what?  --  the purpose of this project was to ….  Carol?  These are reference #’s for system performance.  Could not do this for a large number of reports manually.



CLINICAL HISTORY/MACROSCOPY
Right mastectomy and axillary tissue.  A right mastectomy 
specimen with overlying skin measuring 220mm x 85mm and 
underlying breast tissue measuring 220mm x 100mm x 70mm.  
The axillary tail measures 125 x 60mm. The nipple is 
slightly retracted and located centrally.  The superior 
margin is painted red, the inferior margin painted green 
and the deep cut margin is painted blue.  Cut sections of 
the underlying breast tissue shows an ill-defined grey 
white yellow lesion with patchy areas of haemorrhage
measuring 35 x 35 x 35mm located immediately below the 
nipple, 20mm from the inferior margin, 45mm from the deep 
cut margin, 50mm from the superior margin, 85mm from the 
medial margin and 100mm from the lateral cut margin.  A1 -
nipple, B1 - upper outer quadrant, C1 - upper inner 
quadrant, D1 - lower outer quadrant, E1 - lower inner 
quadrant, F1, G1 - tumour composite blocks, H1, I1 - tumour
composite blocks, J1 - deep cut margin, K1 - superior 
margin, L1 – inferior margin, M4 - lymph nodes, N4 - lymph 
nodes, O - 3 serial slices, lymph node, P - 3 lymph nodes.

MICROSCOPY
This right mastectomy specimen demonstrates an invasive 
ductal carcinoma with the following pathological features:

TUMOUR HISTOLOGY & GRADE
The tumour is of an infiltrating poorly differentiated 
ductal carcinoma of non-otherwise specified type.  The 
tumour is poorly defined and extremely infiltrative, 
comprising poorly-formed tubules, nests or strands of 
cuboidal tumour cells displaying high grade nuclei.  The 
tumour cells are set within fibrotic desmoplastic stroma.  
Many lactiferous ducts are entrapped within the tumour.  
Frequent tumour mitoses are seen.  Microcalcification is 
seen in some neoplastic tubules.

Tumour grade (Modified Bloom-Richardson Scoring System):
Tubular formation:            3
Nuclear atypia:               3
Tumour mitoses:               2
Total score:                  8 (Grade III)

TUMOUR LOCATION, SIZE AND EXTENT
The tumour is located 5mm below the nipple and has a 
macroscopic size of 35mm across.  The border of the tumour
is poorly circumscribed and infiltrative.

INTRA-LYMPHOVASCULAR OR PERINEURAL TUMOUR PERMEATION
Focal intralymphatic tumour permeation is noted.  No 

     

M-80103
M-85003
M-80003
C50.9
C77.9
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Presentation Notes
Uses Natural language and heuristic approach to refine ICD-0-3 output – in this case it is a matter of identifying the correct codes out of a mix.  Sometimes the code is not in the list for various reasons (not mentioned, in another record..)  System may be able to infer the correct code using rules.Computational problem: How do we go from a to produce b and c?
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Presentation Notes
Text of report highlights data sourceRaw output – many values found in path reports (M and C codes)Rules to remove code – infer codes – check for pairing validity, etc.. (produces Automatic coding results)Reviewer modifies results in “Manual Coding” windowSystem shows trace of decisions processRecords reviewer comments – used for subsequent KB improvements



Reduction rules  (general/specific)
• If the report contains a C42(0/1/2) (Blood/Bone Marrow/Spleen) then assume this is a Leukemia 

report and remove codes that are non Leukemia morphologies 

• IF  M-83233 Mixed cell adenocarcinoma THEN REMOVE M-81403 Adenocarcinoma NOS

Deduction rules to add codes
• DEDUCE M-85223 Infiltrating duct and lobular carcinoma (C50._) IF M-82303 Solid 

adenocarcinoma with mucin formation AND M-85003 Duct adenocarcinoma NOS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Codex has several layers of rules to examine and refine the raw data inputThe system produces an audit of rule activations



Report #1..

Morphology: Diagnosis states endocrine carcinoma. This terminology 
does not exist in ICD-O-3. Consensus opinion is 8246 neuroendocrine
carcinoma. this is not certain.

'FWDNORTONC00
00008475'

Morphology: adenocarcinoma. code 81403. Do not use 81443 unless 
stated as "intestinal type".

'FWDNORTONC00
00008521'

Morphology: diagnosis states adenocarcinoma in 6a. 81403. do not code 
8144 unless stated as adenocarcinoma, intestinal type. 

'FWDNORTONC00
00008526'

Morphology: Diagnosis 5c states DCIS is solid, cribriform and comedo
TYPES. 85232  Using 2007 multiple primary and histology rule H6, if there 
is intraductal carcinoma and tow or more specific intraductal types from 
table 3 pg 50, then use 85232.
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'FWDNORTONC00
00008467'

Morphology: Diagnosis states endocrine carcinoma. This terminology does not 
exist in ICD-O-3. Consensus opinion is 8246 neuroendocrine carcinoma. this is not 
certain.

'FWDNORTONC00
00008475'

Morphology: adenocarcinoma. code 81403. Do not use 81443 unless stated as 
"intestinal type".

'FWDNORTONC00
00008521'

Morphology: diagnosis states adenocarcinoma in 6a. 81403. do not code 8144 
unless stated as adenocarcinoma, intestinal type. 

'FWDNORTONC00
00008526'

Morphology: Diagnosis 5c states DCIS is solid, cribriform and comedo TYPES. 
85232  Using 2007 multiple primary and histology rule H6, if there is intraductal
carcinoma and tow or more specific intraductal types from table 3 pg 50, then use 
85232.
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New AI engine has enhanced capabilities – may attempt this problem again.
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Extract certain data from radio therapy such 
as:

– Karnofsky performance status
– Number of fractions (radiation)
– Radiation Dose per fraction
– Symptoms and side effects
– Total Radiation Dose (cGy)
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Break
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• A heuristic scoring system will allow the expressions to be ranked 
and compared for overall strength.

• Each component will have an associated scoring method that is 
normalized to the interval [1, 0).

• Total score = Score1 * Score2 * Score3…  new scoring 
components can be added as needed

• Score scaling:  Not all score components have the same influence 
on the total score.  For example, expression ordering is less 
significant that density or hierarchy scoring.  A scaling factor can 
be applied to scoring component to reduce the impact of the 
particular score
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Expression density score 

The positional length of the expression is calculated as the size of the 
concept in C-Score co-ordinates.

Expression length = end – start + 1

Carcinoma = 1-1 +1 = 1
Carcinoma = 127 – 127 +1 =1 
Squamous cell carcinoma = 127-125 + 1 = 3

The density of the expression is calculated like this 

Density = Number of words in expression / Expression length
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Word ordering score

Expressions that required a fixed ordering of keywords will not become complete unless the 
keywords are correctly ordered (when complete, these expressions will receive an order 
score of 1). 

Expressions that do not require keyword ordering will be assigned an order score based on a 
heuristic like this.   

Order score = keywords out of order / total keywords.   
Scaling factor: 
Scaled order score = (keywords out of order + K)/ (total keywords + K)
Where K is the scaling factor for order scoring from [0, large value].   A larger K value will 

reduce the impact of the order score to the total score. 

Eg:  Say K=10, total key words = 4, keywords out of order =2
Order score = 2 / 4 = .5
Scaled order score = (2+10)/(4 + 10) = .86
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“Carcinoma is often found on the skin.  Both Basal and squamous types can 
appear on skin, but of the two, squamous cell carcinoma is more 
significant.”

But this time we want to score the expression “skin carcinoma”

We get the following two expressions:

Carcinoma:1,  Skin:7             CScore = 7-1+1 = 7           density = 2/7    (29%)
Skin:67, Carcinoma:127       CScore = 127-67 +1 = 61 **over limit

So in the first result, even though the density is only 29%, it is still a valid 
expression.  If two expressions for the same concept exist but have 
different densities, the density values are combined with other indicators 
(such as priorities) to get an overall “strength” measure for each 
expression.    
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• Combining the ideas of heuristic 
segmentation and grammar parsing.
Build a constituent tree and use this to 
augment the heuristic “distance” 
information
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Redesign AutoCode Engine to incorporate 
Synoptex  technology 
– Attribute value identification 
– Smart segmentation
– Table detection
– Numeric processing 
– Data formatting (general methods)
– Scoring heuristics

6/22/2016
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A unit is the representation of an Attribute and its 
possible values.
– A unit is self contained (contains all the information 

required to identify and extract the information)
– The processing of a unit is done by the new 

AutoCode engine
– Units do not care about any particular domain or 

application
– Units are developed, tested and stored in a library
– Performance measurement is done by the unit6/22/2016
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Presentation Notes
New representation scheme is framed around questions and answers (Q/A) such as “histologic type” rather than a “checklist”Each unit is defined as the chunk of knowledge that is specific to each question or the data of interestUnits are developed and performance tested independently of the underlying NLP search algorithms. Added inference capabilities allows a higher level of reasoning e.g.  recurrence, or automated coding



• New representation scheme is framed around 
questions and answers (Q/A) such as “histologic 
type” rather than a “checklist”

• Each unit is defined as the chunk of knowledge that is 
specific to each question or the data of interest

• Units are developed and performance tested 
independently of the underlying NLP search 
algorithms. 

• Added inference capabilities allows a higher level of 
reasoning 
– e.g.  recurrence, or automated coding
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Combined techniques – efficient search and matching 
combined with analysis and pattern detection to 
identify the raw data contained in the report
• Text processing

• Concept identification / value matching
• Uses language elements to narrow search space
• Uses context, not just key word identification

• Pattern recognition
• Identifies various table formats
• Lists (numeric, labeled, unlabeled)
• Other unstructured data aggregates
• Used in further constraining the search algorithms 

• Numeric extraction
• Associates correct numbers to data names
• Considers units, dimension, type, range
• Identifies and ignores extraneous numbers 6/22/2016 Copyright AIM 2016 Slide: 71

Generate lots of 
information



In situations where grammar is not properly formed, this technique helps to bound the concepts as well as 
assign negation context.

Fast (one pass) search algorithm that use heuristics to reduce the search space
• The UNITS technology implements what we call “heuristic segmentation”  where the boundaries of where to search for 

concepts are defined by heuristics rather than grammar trees.
– Grows concepts when potential keywords are found
– Prunes concepts when keywords go out of scope ad defined by the heuristic segmentation

This stage “generates” what can be considered the “RAW” data - all the candidate concepts, numbers 
and things that can be found within the text. 
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A knowledge base that constrains data specific properties
• Numeric units and ranges,  allowed values
• Conflict resolution, negation determination.
• Question/answer mapping

This stage examines the volume of data produced by 
“Generate” algorithms and refines or removes errant data.

• Each data item has it’s own properties and rules –
independent of the general NLP methods.  We call these 
pieces of knowledge “UNITS”

• Units are the direct coding of knowledge about how to 
identify and interpret the correct information for that data 
item

Test and 
refine
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A unit is the representation of an Attribute and its 
possible values.
– A unit is self contained (contains all the information 

required to identify and extract the information
– Units do not care about any particular domain or 

application
– Units are developed, tested and stored in a library
– Performance measurement is done at the unit level

Unit 
Attribute Values 

Search 
instructions

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction

Unit 
Attribute Values –

instruction
Unit Library 

Collection of units
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• This is where the higher level operations take place
• Production rules based system using inference engine 

to examine the resulting information and make 
decisions.

• Used to develop expert systems - rules can address 
any level of logic complexity.

• Examples
– Case-selection
– CNS classification, 
– Site identification, 
– Recurrence **
– Automated coding **

Inference
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Presentation Notes
All improvements that we did in RCA for TNM and Bio-markers are also incorporated into the Units KB.We converted the CNS system into Units which gave a marked improvement in the ability to distinguish between classes.



Brief NLP Discussion

AutoCode Enhancements

Synoptex Enhancements

Knowledge Base Manager

CAP Checklist Updates

Clinical Trials Matching

Some Weird Stuff
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Can we use NLP 
techniques for report 

classification?

AUTOCODE
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CLINICAL 
HISTORY/MACROSCOPY
Right mastectomy and 
axillary tissue.  A right 
mastectomy specimen with 
overlying skin measuring 
220mm x 85mm and 
underlying breast tissue 
measuring 220mm x 100mm x 
70mm.  The axillary tail 
measures 125 x 60mm. The 
nipple is slightly 
retracted and located 
centrally.  The superior 
margin is painted red, the 
inferior margin painted 
green and the deep cut 
margin is painted blue.  
Cut sections of the 
underlying breast tissue 
shows an ill-defined grey 
white yellow lesion with 
patchy areas of 
haemorrhage measuring 35 x 
35 x 35mm located 
immediately below the 
nipple, 20mm from the 
inferior margin, 45mm from 
the deep cut margin, 50mm 
from the superior margin, 
85mm from the medial 
margin and 100mm from the 
lateral cut margin.  A1 -
nipple, B1 - upper outer 
quadrant, C1 - upper inner 
quadrant, D1 - lower outer 
quadrant, E1 - lower inner 
quadrant, F1, G1 - tumour
composite blocks, H1, I1 -
tumour composite blocks, 
J1 - deep cut margin, K1 -
superior margin, L1 –
inferior margin, M4 -
lymph nodes  N4 - lymph 

M-80103
M-85003
M-80003
C50.9
C77.9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AutoCode along with case-finding (as you know) has been used to classify and filer reportable cancers.  We are currently looking at enhancing the capabilities in smarter segmentation and expanded abilities - code analysis logic.



CLINICAL HISTORY/MACROSCOPY
Right mastectomy and axillary tissue.  A right mastectomy 
specimen with overlying skin measuring 220mm x 85mm and 
underlying breast tissue measuring 220mm x 100mm x 70mm.  
The axillary tail measures 125 x 60mm. The nipple is 
slightly retracted and located centrally.  The superior 
margin is painted red, the inferior margin painted green 
and the deep cut margin is painted blue.  Cut sections of 
the underlying breast tissue shows an ill-defined grey 
white yellow lesion with patchy areas of haemorrhage
measuring 35 x 35 x 35mm located immediately below the 
nipple, 20mm from the inferior margin, 45mm from the deep 
cut margin, 50mm from the superior margin, 85mm from the 
medial margin and 100mm from the lateral cut margin.  A1 -
nipple, B1 - upper outer quadrant, C1 - upper inner 
quadrant, D1 - lower outer quadrant, E1 - lower inner 
quadrant, F1, G1 - tumour composite blocks, H1, I1 - tumour
composite blocks, J1 - deep cut margin, K1 - superior 
margin, L1 – inferior margin, M4 - lymph nodes, N4 - lymph 
nodes, O - 3 serial slices, lymph node, P - 3 lymph nodes.

MICROSCOPY
This right mastectomy specimen demonstrates an invasive 
ductal carcinoma with the following pathological features:

TUMOUR HISTOLOGY & GRADE
The tumour is of an infiltrating poorly differentiated 
ductal carcinoma of non-otherwise specified type.  The 
tumour is poorly defined and extremely infiltrative, 
comprising poorly-formed tubules, nests or strands of 
cuboidal tumour cells displaying high grade nuclei.  The 
tumour cells are set within fibrotic desmoplastic stroma.  
Many lactiferous ducts are entrapped within the tumour.  
…

M-80103
M-85003
M-80003
C50.9
C77.9
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Autocode filters non-cancers so that coders need not look at these reports.  Remove about 80-90% of reports that need to be manually reviewed.Registrars do need to look at cancers to determine the coding designations.  What if this could be automated to some extent?Eventually eliminate a large portion of reports that need to be manually reviewed.How will this do it?   If computer can code with high confidence ~ 95% or better…
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Coding accuracy measures

Confidence = A / (A+R)

How much confidence can we place in the result.

Reducibility = (A+R) / (A+R+C+S)

How often is the subject code the only code identified when the code is 
identified.

Specificity = Q / (Q+R+S)

How often is the subject code not returned in those reports where it is not 
the reference code.

Sensitivity = (A+C) / (A+B+C)

How often is the reference code returned in those reports where it is the 
subject code.



Brief NLP Discussion

AutoCode Enhancements

Synoptex Enhancements

Knowledge Base Manager

CAP Checklist Updates

Clinical Trials Matching

Some Weird Stuff
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Can we  infer accurate 
attribute-value data

SYNOPTEX
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CLINICAL HISTORY/MACROSCOPY
Right mastectomy and axillary
tissue.  A right mastectomy specimen 
with overlying skin measuring 220mm 
x 85mm and underlying breast tissue 
measuring 220mm x 100mm x 70mm.  The 
axillary tail measures 125 x 60mm. 
The nipple is slightly retracted and 
located centrally.  The superior 
margin is painted red, the inferior 
margin painted green and the deep 
cut margin is painted blue.  Cut 
sections of the underlying breast 
tissue shows an ill-defined grey 
white yellow lesion with patchy 
areas of haemorrhage measuring 35 x 
35 x 35mm located immediately below 
the nipple, 20mm from the inferior 
margin, 45mm from the deep cut 
margin, 50mm from the superior 
margin, 85mm from the medial margin 
and 100mm from the lateral cut 
margin.  A1 - nipple, B1 - upper 
outer quadrant, C1 - upper inner 
quadrant, D1 - lower outer quadrant, 
E1 - lower inner quadrant, F1, G1 -
tumour composite blocks, H1, I1 -
tumour composite blocks, J1 - deep 
cut margin, K1 - superior margin, L1 
– inferior margin, M4 - lymph nodes, 
N4 - lymph nodes, O - 3 serial 
slices, lymph node, P - 3 lymph 
nodes.

MICROSCOPY
This right mastectomy specimen 
demonstrates an invasive ductal
carcinoma with the following 
pathological features:

TUMOUR HISTOLOGY & GRADE
The tumour is of an infiltrating 
poorly differentiated ductal
carcinoma of non-otherwise specified 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked this question and Synoptex was the answer.



Reports do not 
always follow 

grammar rules.

Build a table 
detection system
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Specimen type          :  Hemicolectomy, right, partial excision of urinary
bladder, and salpingo-oophorectomy, right 

Orientation
Clinical information :  Colon, right
Anatomical landmarks :  Ileum = proximal
Surgical markings    :  Absent
Pathlogy markings    :  Ink = margins of urinary bladder wall

Ileum, terminal
Length               :  8 cm
Serosa :  Unremarkable
Wall                 :  Thickness:  0.4 cm
Mucosa               :  Slightly edematous

Vermiform appendix     :  Absent

Colon, right
Length               :  22 cm
Serosa :  Cecum:  Puckering and attached portion of urinary

bladder wall and right adnexa (see below)
Otherwise:  Unremarkable

Wall                 :  Thickness:  0.4 cm
Mucosa               :  Tumour:

- Location:  Ileocecal valve
- Configuration:  Fungating
- Size:

- Length:  7 cm
- Width:  12 cm
- Thickness: 7 cm
- Extent of invasion: Urinary bladder

- Margins:
- Proximal:  8 cm
- Distal:  15 cm
- Radial:  0.1 cm`

Non-neoplastic colon:  Unremarkable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have developed pattern recognition techniques to identify Tables, Lists, other data aggregates 



Enhanced
Synoptex 

Review many 
multi-

specimen 
reports

Identify classes 
Numbered, list, 

paragraphs…

Build a 
prototype

Test and refine 

How do we handle 
multiple specimen 

reports? 

Build a classifier that 
identifies and  

extracts the correct 
data.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flow…1. Identify multi-spec reports and the dataWhy do this?  Get values across specimens (total core length) or total lymph nodes harvestedAnalyze and identify multiple or single primary..We can do 1 now. – show it..
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Brief NLP Discussion

AutoCode Enhancements

Synoptex Enhancements

Knowledge Base Manager

CAP Checklist Updates

Clinical Trials Matching

Some Weird Stuff
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Add new 
elements, e.g.: 
HER2, ER, PR 

Expand 
template 

definitions

Modify 
standard 

expressions 
for data items

User wants to 
expand  

capabilities of 
Synoptex system
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowledge base is highly technical“Heuristics” exists in diverse software units.Expert system rules for processing concepts.C# code for identifying patterns.Lexicon for concept connections and relations.Templates for Checklist definitionsIncorrect changes will degrade system performance.



Expand or modify 
•Sites / Templates
•Concepts / data items
•Expressions
•Synonyms

Allows saving or 
importing 

synonyms for 
language 

customization

User friendly  
view rather than 

technology 
oriented
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We built it – in last stages of development.  1-2 months to beta testing.
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Brief NLP Discussion

AutoCode Enhancements

Synoptex Enhancements

Knowledge Base Manager

CAP Checklist Updates

Clinical Trials Matching

Some Weird Stuff
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How frequently are they 
updated?

How do we manage 
updates/versions?

How can clients upgrade 
their own systems?

How can custom additions be 
kept across versions?

CAP 
Checklists 

version 
updates
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Import

Export

Export

Knowledge Base 
• Lexicon
• Templates
• Rules

KB 
Manager

User 
Expandable

Customized
KB

CAP Defined Checklists
XML

Convert

Translate

Merge

Synoptic Conversion Tool
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Brief NLP Discussion

AutoCode Enhancements

Synoptex Enhancements

Knowledge Base Manager

CAP Checklist Updates

Clinical Trials Matching

Some Weird Stuff
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 Histologic Documentation: Patients must have a histologic (i.e., not just cytologic) diagnosis of 
invasive breast cancer by core biopsy. Excisional biopsy or incisional biopsy is not allowed. All 
breast cancer histologic types are allowed. 

• Histologic type : all breast histologic types are allowed
• Procedure : diagnosis by core biopsy 
• No Excisional or incisional biopsy

 Stage: Any patient with a clinical T1c (>1.5 cm) to T3 invasive breast cancer by the revised TNM 
staging system (AJCC 6th edition) will be eligible. Any N stage disease is allowed. No distant 
metastases allowed. 

• Stage: T1c to T3 any N stage is allowed using TNM staging system

 Tumor Site: Patients must have invasive cancer in the breast. Multifocal disease (i.e. confined to a 
single quadrant in the same breast) is allowed. Multicentric disease (i.e. disease in multiple breast 
quadrants) is not allowed. Determination of multifocal and multicentric disease status will be 
made by the evaluating surgeon; ambiguous cases will be reviewed by the principal investigator. 
Patients with synchronous contralateral invasive breast cancers are noteligible; prior contralateral
breast cancer allowed as long as patient has not received prior chemotherapy or radiation therapy 
in the past 5 years. 

• Tumor site: Single quadrant only

 Measurable Disease: Patients must have measurable disease in the breast by imaging studies 
(mammogram, ultrasound, or MRI), and must be greater than 1.5 cm in at least one dimension by 
one or more of the imaging assessments. 

• Tumor Size:  > 1.5 cm

 Conventional Biomarker Status: Standard clinical biomarkers for ER, PR, and HER2 must be 
obtained on the initial diagnostic core biopsy. The invasive cancer must be HER2 negative (i.e. 
immunohistochemistry score 1-2+ and/or FISH non-amplified). Any ER/PR status is allowed. 
Patients who are HER2 2+ on initial immunohistochemistry assessment will be further assessed by 
FISH. In this instance, patient will be consented and further screened for eligibility and have tissue 
acquired for genomic profiling. If the standard of care additional FISH testing is positive for HER2 
gene amplification, the patient will not be randomized and will be treated in the same manner as 
screen failures. 

• Bio Markers: EP, PR and HER2 must be obtained
• HER2 must be negative, any ER, PR is allowed

• Age at least 18 years. 

Inclusion and exclusion
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Bio markers  

HER2 = PositiveER,PR performed

ER= Pos or Neg PR = Pos or Neg

Histologic Type 
= any  breast

Tumor Size 
> 1.5 CM

Stage  = 
T1c – T3, any N 

SCORE = 100%

Excisional or 
Incisional Biopsy



Protocol  descriptions

Machine Readable Search criteria
Available patient data

 
ER must be performed 
(positive, negative, pending) 

ER positive 
ER pending 

ER negative 

PR must be performed 
(positive, negative, pending) 

ACTION:  
Score if Pass 
Exclude if Fail OR 

AND 

SYNOPEX CONCEPTS: 
 
ER: positive, negative, pending, not performed 
 
PR: positive, negative, pending, not performed 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is there a way to make protocols machine executable?Can we automate the searching of cancer data in an automated fashion for example. Clinical trials or  quality of care protocol matching.




SYNOPEX CONCEPTS:





ER: positive, negative, pending, not performed





PR: positive, negative, pending, not performed





AND





OR





ACTION: 


Score if Pass


Exclude if Fail





PR must be performed


(positive, negative, pending)





ER negative





ER must be performed


(positive, negative, pending)





ER positive


ER pending
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decision BuilderUses the data templates as defined by KB manager  (Can add any data elements)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arbitrarily complex search and scoring criteria that can be saved and edited.Next step – processing of this search strategy against patient data.



Specimen type:   Colon
Tumor Size:          5cm x 3.5cm x3cm
Closest margin:   Distal
Distance to CM:  9cm
…

 
ER must be performed 
(positive, negative, pending) 

ER positive 
ER pending 

ER negative 

PR must be performed 
(positive, negative, pending) 

ACTION:  
Score if Pass 
Exclude if Fail OR 

AND 

SYNOPEX CONCEPTS: 
 
ER: positive, negative, pending, not performed 
 
PR: positive, negative, pending, not performed 

Patient data
Decision Builder

List of patient-trial matches with fitness scores

Score

Match

Search
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SYNOPEX CONCEPTS:





ER: positive, negative, pending, not performed





PR: positive, negative, pending, not performed





AND





OR





ACTION: 


Score if Pass


Exclude if Fail





PR must be performed


(positive, negative, pending)





ER negative





ER must be performed


(positive, negative, pending)





ER positive


ER pending
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Can work on an existing 
database for Research 

purposes

Can be implemented in real 
time to scan and analyze 

incoming text reports
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Decision Builder
Define  the quantitative or 

qualitative criteria

KB Manager
Define the language 

concepts and their 
values. 

Search reports for 
possible cases 

Match Engine 

Discrete data from text

Analysis of the data

Collection of cases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say we want to launch a study that looks for Parkinson disease symptoms in hospital admission recordsWhat are the symptoms to look for?What are quantitative or qualitative values that trigger or score



Brief NLP Discussion

AutoCode Enhancements

Synoptex Enhancements

Knowledge Base Manager

CAP Checklist Updates

Clinical Trials Matching

Some Weird Stuff
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Useful where no prior 
classification system exists.

May reduce the need to 
review large numbers of 
documents or reports.

Would allow the user to 
browse list of concepts to pick 
out the relevant ones.

Can a system 
identify the 

relevant 
concepts in a 
new domain 

automatically?
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Concept list 
is manually 

refined 
validated

Identify 
segments in 

text

Remove “filler 
words”, the, to 

Score groups 
of words by 

some statistical 
measure

Keep 
remaining 
“concepts” 

AutoCode in 
Reverse?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify segments by some algorithm (like Auto-code does)– i.e.  how often they appear together in text. 



For something to do…
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Brief NLP Discussion

AutoCode Enhancements

Synoptex Enhancements

Knowledge Base Manager

CAP Checklist Updates

Clinical Trials Matching

Some Weird Stuff
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HMR 0013 - MRI BRAIN W/WO CONTRAST  - Aug  1 2007  

FINDINGS: MRI of the brain with contrast. 

Clinical Indication: 82-year-old female with history of 
meningioma. 

Technique: MRI of the brain was obtained using the following 
sequences:sagittal T1, axial T1, axial FLAIR, axial T2, axial 

diffusion, axial ADC, axial  postcontrast T1, and coronal 
postcontrast T1 weighted sequences. 

Comparison: comparison is made to an MRI of the brain from an 
outside 

institution (Downey Regional Med Ctr) dated 12/5/2006. 

There are no extra-axial fluid collections. A right frontal extra-axial 
parasagittal mass demonstrating isointense T1 signal to gray 

matter and 
intermediate to high signal intensity on T2 images with marked 
homogeneous enhancement postcontrast is noted to measure 2.6 

cm transverse x 3.4 cm AP x 3.5 cm craniocaudal. Marrow signal 
changes in the calvarium abutting the mass are suspicious for 
interosseous involvement. When compared to the prior  study 
of 12/5/2006, the size and appearance of the mass 
demonstrates no significant change. There is a minimal to mild 
mass effect on the adjacent right frontal lobe without evidence 
of edema. 

The ventricles and cortical sulci are prominent consistent with 
mild to 

moderate cerebral atrophy. There is no hydrocephalus. The 
supratentorial brain 

parenchyma demonstrates scattered foci of T2 and FLAIR 
hyperintensities noted  throughout the periventricular, 

         

The cerebellum demonstrates mild atrophy. The brainstem 
appears normal. 

There are no parenchymal masses or midline shift.  

The are no restricted diffusion abnormalities. 

Mild right anterior ethmoid sinus mucosal disease is noted. A 
minimal 

amount of fluid is noted in the right mastoid air cells. The orbits, 
remaining 

paranasal sinuses, and calvarium are unremarkable. 

IMPRESSION:

1. Right frontal parasagittal meningioma, relatively unchanged in 
size 

and appearance when compared to the prior outside study dated 
12/5/2006, 

including marrow signal changes in the calvarium adjacent to the 
lesion 

suggestive of intraosseous involvement. 
2. Nonspecific white matter disease as described above, likely 
reflecting chronic ischemic changes. 
3. Mild right anterior ethmoid sinus mucosal disease. Minimal 

amount of 
fluid noted in the right mastoid air cells..
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diagnostic imaging is often used as a first step in determining if a cancer exists.  Trouble is that Diagnostic imaging is also used for many other purposes.  There are just too many DI reports of broken bones etc for a registry to review manually.  If a tumor is indicated, follow-up procedures such as biopsy are usually done to confirm.  This means the registry will eventually get a record of this tumor.However, in some cases biopsy are not done, eg: brain.  Hence these cancers may not be reported until after death.   We would want to minimize information overload to the registry and need to identify cancers that likely are not in registry



HMR 0013 - MRI BRAIN W/WO CONTRAST  - Aug  1 2007  

FINDINGS: MRI of the brain with contrast. 

Clinical Indication: 82-year-old female with history of meningioma. 

Technique: MRI of the brain was obtained using the following 
sequences:sagittal T1, axial T1, axial FLAIR, axial T2, axial diffusion, axial ADC, 

axial  postcontrast T1, and coronal postcontrast T1 weighted sequences. 

Comparison: comparison is made to an MRI of the brain from an outside 
institution (Downey Regional Med Ctr) dated 12/5/2006. 

There are no extra-axial fluid collections. A right frontal extra-axial 
parasagittal mass demonstrating isointense T1 signal to gray matter and 
intermediate to high signal intensity on T2 images with marked 
homogeneous enhancement postcontrast is noted to measure 2.6 cm 

transverse x 3.4 cm AP x 3.5 cm craniocaudal. Marrow signal changes in the 
calvarium abutting the mass are suspicious for interosseous involvement. 
When compared to the prior  study of 12/5/2006, the size and appearance 
of the mass demonstrates no significant change. There is a minimal to mild 
mass effect on the adjacent right frontal lobe without evidence of edema. 

The ventricles and cortical sulci are prominent consistent with mild to 
moderate cerebral atrophy. There is no hydrocephalus. The supratentorial

brain 
parenchyma demonstrates scattered foci of T2 and FLAIR hyperintensities

noted  throughout the periventricular, subcortical, and deep white matter 
of both  cerebral hemispheres, which are nonspecific, and likely represents 
chronic ischemic changes. The bilateral basal ganglia demonstrate T2 and 
FLAIR hypointensity.

The cerebellum demonstrates mild atrophy. The brainstem appears normal. 
There are no parenchymal masses or midline shift.  

The are no restricted diffusion abnormalities. 

Mild right anterior ethmoid sinus mucosal disease is noted. A minimal 
amount of fluid is noted in the right mastoid air cells. The orbits, remaining 
paranasal sinuses, and calvarium are unremarkable. 

IMPRESSION:

1. Right frontal parasagittal meningioma, relatively unchanged in size 
and appearance when compared to the prior outside study dated 12/5/2006, 
including marrow signal changes in the calvarium adjacent to the lesion 
suggestive of intraosseous involvement. 
2. Nonspecific white matter disease as described above, likely 
reflecting chronic ischemic changes. 
3. Mild right anterior ethmoid sinus mucosal disease. Minimal amount of 
fluid noted in the right mastoid air cells..

IMPRESSION: Right frontal parasagittal
meningioma, relatively unchanged in size and 
appearance when compared to the prior outside 
study dated 12/5/2006, including marrow signal 
changes in the calvarium adjacent to the lesion 
suggestive of intraosseous involvement. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the Impression section that reads …  This report describes a meningioma that has not changed since the last report from a year ago and seems to involve the bone.   This tumor may already be known to the registry because of the previous image – but since there probably was no pathology, it may not have made it to the registry.



Term Select Term Select 

hyperintensity FLAIR  white matter change  
hyperintensity T2-weighted  STIR hyperintensity  
T2 hyperintensity   leukomalacic changes   
abnormal density white matter Yes choroid plexus cyst  
mass effect Maybe demyelinating disease.    
abnormal enhancement Maybe brain tumor Yes 

high density lesions  
heterogeneous 
enhancement Yes 

low density lesions Yes infarction / infarct   

abnormalities Maybe 
white matter signal 
abnormality  

abnormal enhancement  chiari malformation  
small vessel disease  chronic ischemic change  
extraaxial mass lesions   Yes low attenuation changes Maybe 
increased signal intensity  Maybe Edema / Oedema  
abnormal signal intensity  Yes vasogenic Edema/Eodema Yes 
enhancement Yes BBB (Blood Brain Barrier) Yes 
pathologic mass Yes Infiltrative lesion  Yes 
increased density  Yes tumor Maybe 
retention cyst.      

 
Selection Rate > 30% 6/22/2016 Slide 110
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The approach was to review many DI reports to find terms and language that may indicate cancer.   A table to terms was produced and reviewed by several radiologists.  The task was for the radiologists to indicate which terms identified cancer.   We found that there were significant differences in which terms were selected by different radiologists.   The initial set of terms was incorporated in a system and tested. (note selection rate > 30%!)


		Term

		Select

		Term

		Select



		hyperintensity FLAIR

		

		white matter change

		



		hyperintensity T2-weighted

		

		STIR hyperintensity

		



		T2 hyperintensity 

		

		leukomalacic changes 

		



		abnormal density white matter

		Yes

		choroid plexus cyst

		



		mass effect

		Maybe

		demyelinating disease.  

		



		abnormal enhancement

		Maybe

		brain tumor

		Yes



		high density lesions

		

		heterogeneous enhancement

		Yes



		low density lesions

		Yes

		infarction / infarct 

		



		abnormalities

		Maybe

		white matter signal abnormality

		



		abnormal enhancement

		

		chiari malformation

		



		small vessel disease

		

		chronic ischemic change

		



		extraaxial mass lesions  

		Yes

		low attenuation changes

		Maybe



		increased signal intensity 

		Maybe

		Edema / Oedema

		



		abnormal signal intensity 

		Yes

		vasogenic Edema/Eodema

		Yes



		enhancement

		Yes

		BBB (Blood Brain Barrier)

		Yes



		pathologic mass

		Yes

		Infiltrative lesion 

		Yes



		increased density 

		Yes

		tumor

		Maybe



		retention cyst.  

		

		

		





Selection Rate > 30%



Term Select Term Select 

hyperintensity FLAIR  white matter change  
hyperintensity T2-weighted  STIR hyperintensity  
T2 hyperintensity   leukomalacic changes   
abnormal density white matter  choroid plexus cyst  
mass effect Maybe demyelinating disease.    
abnormal enhancement  brain tumor Yes 
high density lesions  heterogeneous enhancement  
low density lesions  infarction / infarct   

abnormalities  
white matter signal 
abnormality  

abnormal enhancement  chiari malformation  
small vessel disease  chronic ischemic change  
extraaxial mass lesions   Yes low attenuation changes  
increased signal intensity   Edema / Oedema  
abnormal signal intensity   vasogenci Edema/Eodema  
enhancement  BBB (Blood Brain Barrier)  
pathologic mass Yes Infiltrative lesion  Yes 
increased density   tumor Maybe 
retention cyst.      

 
Selection Rate ~ 10% 11
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
30% seemed way too high – so we produced a list of terms that had the most agreement between radiologists.  This was added to a lexicon along with ICD-0-3.  A prototype system was created to read radiology reports and determine select-abilityRunning this initial tool against a large collection of CNS reports, we achieved a selection rate of about 10%


		Term

		Select

		Term

		Select



		hyperintensity FLAIR

		

		white matter change

		



		hyperintensity T2-weighted

		

		STIR hyperintensity

		



		T2 hyperintensity 

		

		leukomalacic changes 

		



		abnormal density white matter

		

		choroid plexus cyst

		



		mass effect

		Maybe

		demyelinating disease.  

		



		abnormal enhancement

		

		brain tumor

		Yes



		high density lesions

		

		heterogeneous enhancement

		



		low density lesions

		

		infarction / infarct 

		



		abnormalities

		

		white matter signal abnormality

		



		abnormal enhancement

		

		chiari malformation

		



		small vessel disease

		

		chronic ischemic change

		



		extraaxial mass lesions  

		Yes

		low attenuation changes

		



		increased signal intensity 

		

		Edema / Oedema

		



		abnormal signal intensity 

		

		vasogenci Edema/Eodema

		



		enhancement

		

		BBB (Blood Brain Barrier)

		



		pathologic mass

		Yes

		Infiltrative lesion 

		Yes



		increased density 

		

		tumor

		Maybe



		retention cyst.  

		

		

		





Selection Rate ~ 10%
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Presentation Notes
Further refinement of report sections was done.  We tested the system both including and not including the Clinical Indication section.  The results showed significant differences.  It turns out that simply removing the clinical indication section is not sufficient.   This part is required to usually determine if there is history of cancer and sometimes if there is metastases.  A new approach to processing the different sections was required. 


Chart2

		Reno		Reno

		USC		USC

		Desert		Desert



No Clin Indication

With Clin Indication

% Selected with and without section filter

7.2703092098

13.9532306328

14.6490335707

24.008138352

9

15.5020491803



CHARTS-Lex7

		Desert - True/False Positive/Negative

		Rejected (TN)		8907

		M (TP,FP)		841

		Rejected (FN)		36

		AIM (TP)		10

		AIM (FP)		2

		Desert		Count		Percent

		Rejected		8943		91.29

		M		841		8.59

		AIM		12		0.12

		TOTAL		9796		100.00

		Reno - True/False Positves/Negatives

		Rejected (TN)		8361

		M (TP,FP)		652

		Rejected (FN)		6

		AIM (TP)		4

		AIM (FP)		0

		Reno		Count		Percent

		Rejected		8367		92.73

		M		652		7.23

		AIM		4		0.04

		TOTAL		9023		100.00

		USC - True/False Positives/Negatives

		Rejected (TN)		839

		M (TP,FP)		144

		Rejected (FN)		0

		AIM (TP)		0

		AIM (FP)		0

		USC		Count		Percent

		Rejected		839		85.35

		M		144		14.65

		AIM		0		0.00

		TOTAL		983		100.00

				USC BEFORE		USC AFTER		RENO BEFORE		RENO AFTER		DESERT BEFORE		DESERT AFTER

		Selected M		14.6490335707		23.9064089522		14.6490335707		23.9064089522		8.6168032787		15.0512295082

		Selected AIM		0		0.1017293998		0		0.1017293998		0.1229508197		0.4508196721

		Rejected		85.3509664293		75.991861648		85.3509664293		75.991861648		91.2602459016		84.4979508197

		Selected Total		14.6490335707		24.008138352		14.6490335707		24.008138352		8.7397540984		15.5020491803

		Total		100		100		100		100		100		100

				#				%

		USC		BEFORE		AFTER		BEFORE		AFTER

		Selected M		144		235		15		24

		Selected AIM		0		1		0		0

		Rejected		839		747		85		76

		Selected Total		144		236		15		24

		Total		983		983		100		100

		Reno		BEFORE		AFTER		BEFORE		AFTER

		Selected M		652		1158		7		13

		Selected AIM		4		101		0		1

		Rejected		8367		7764		93		86

		Selected Total		656		1259		7		14

		Total		9023		9023		100		100

		Desert		BEFORE		AFTER		BEFORE		AFTER

		Selected M		841		1469		9		15

		Selected AIM		12		44.00		0		0

		Rejected		8907		8247		91		84

		Selected Total		853		1513		9		16

		Total		9760		9760		100		100

				USC M BEFORE		USC M AFTER		RENO M BEFORE		RENO M AFTER		DESERT M BEFORE		DESERT M AFTER

		Selected M		14.6490335707		23.9064089522		14.6490335707		23.9064089522		8.6168032787		15.0512295082

				USC AIM BEFORE		USC AIM AFTER		RENO AIM BEFORE		RENO AIM AFTER		DESERT AIM BEFORE		DESERT AIM AFTER

		Selected AIM		0		0.1017293998		0		0.1017293998		0.1229508197		0.4508196721

				USC REJECTED BEFORE		USC REJECTED AFTER		RENO REJECTED BEFORE		RENO REJECTED AFTER		DESERT REJECTED BEFORE		DESERT REJECTED AFTER

		Rejected		85.3509664293		75.991861648		85.3509664293		75.991861648		91.2602459016		84.4979508197

				USC BEFORE		USC AFTER		RENO BEFORE		RENO AFTER		DESERT BEFORE		DESERT AFTER

		Selected Total		14.6490335707		24.008138352		14.6490335707		24.008138352		8.7397540984		15.5020491803

		Total		100		100		100		100		100		100

		USC		USC BEFORE		USC AFTER		% CHANGE

		Selected M		15		24		39

		Selected AIM		0		0		100

		Rejected		85		76		-12

		Selected Total		15		24		39

		Total		100		100		0

		Reno		RENO BEFORE		RENO AFTER		% CHANGE

		Selected M		7		13		44

		Selected AIM		0		1		96

		Rejected		93		86		-8

		Selected Total		7		14		48

		Total		100		100		0

		Desert		DESERT BEFORE		DESERT AFTER		% CHANGE

		Selected M		9		15		43

		Selected AIM		0		0		73

		Rejected		91		84		-8

		Selected Total		9		16		44

		Total		100		100		0

				No Clin Indication		With Clin Indication

		Reno		7		14

		USC		15		24

		Desert		9		16

				SELECTED % CHANGE

		USC		39

		RENO		48

		DESERT		44

		USC		BEFORE		AFTER

		Selected M		144		235

		Selected AIM		0		1

		Rejected		839		747

		Selected Total		144		236

		Total		983		983

		Reno		Lex7-Run12		RUN13

		Selected M		652		1158

		Selected AIM		4		101

		Rejected		8367		7764

		Selected Total		656		1259

		Total		9023		9023

		Desert		Lex7-Run12		RUN13

		Selected M		841		1469

		Selected AIM		12		44.00

		Rejected		8907		8247

		Selected Total		853		1513

		Total		9760		9760
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USC BEFORE

USC AFTER

% CHANGE

USC - NO SECTION DETECTION - NEW NEGATION



		



RENO BEFORE

RENO AFTER

% CHANGE
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When we took the most conservative approach we got results anywhere from 7 to over 14% CNS radiology reports contain reportable cancers. 
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Phase II

• Installed into 3 registries and an initial run was 
done to determine performance and receive 
feedback.

Different requirements
• One registry was very sensitive to false positives, 

and in fact wanted only tumors that were new to 
the registry.  

• Another registry wanted all possible cancers for 
follow-up with existing registry data. 
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Some registries want all possible cancer reports for follow-up – this seems to be the mode preferred by hospital registries. Some registries are concerned about report overload and want only the new cancers that were not already in the registry – this was the central registry preference.   But how do we do know a tumor is not already in the registry?    These two modes of selection require different lexicon and processing configurations.



Two different case-findings ?

1. Identify reports of the diagnosis, differential 
diagnosis, metastasis or history of primary 
CNS neoplasms or non CNS neoplasms of 
behavior greater than 2.

2. Identification of a diagnosis or differential 
diagnosis of a primary CNS neoplasm.

This was eventually extended to 4 categories
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To accomplish this we had to modify not only the case-finding rules, but also how the text was processed by the natural language system.    



Sensitivity and Specificity Results for QC Study
1289 Reports 
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Bundle
True 

Positive
True 

Negative False Positive
False 

Negative Sensitivity Specificity

B0096 4 90 2 0 100% 97.8%
B0097 16 81 3 0 100% 96.4%
B0098 13 78 4 0 100% 95.1%
B0103 5 93 1 1 83.3% 98.9%
B0108 15 83 2 0 100% 97.6%
B0110 10 88 2 0 100% 97.8%
B0111 1 92 6 0 100% 93.9%
B0112 10 87 2 0 100% 97.8%
B0113 7 90 3 0 100% 96.8%
B0115 15 78 7 0 100% 91.8%
B0116 13 86 1 0 100% 98.9%
B0117 10 86 4 0 100% 95.6%
B0118 5 91 3 1 83.3% 96.8%

Total 124 1123 40 2 98.4% 96.6%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a specific instance, a QC study was performed and adjustments were made to the system similar to a new E-Path installation for pathology.Using Case-finding II (only new cancers) several iterations were performed to tune the tool using the site specific data until the sensitivity and specificity numbers were in the 96-98% range.  Note that this is not a true measure of sensitivity and specificity since the reports were used for tuning.  But it shows the kinds of results that can be obtained – similar to Electronic Pathology.



Extended Classifications

0. Negative
1. History of cancer
2. Metastatic tumor
3. Positive previously known
4. Positive 

• This information would allow increased 
decision making as well as provide information 
to registries.
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Using the results and from feedback from the registrars,  it was determined that report classification can be improved by extending the classifications to include 4 classes.  The rational was that these extra classes would increase the utility of the data for both cancer reporting and other uses.



Definitions 
0. Negative – No mention of CNS tumor, no history of tumor, 

no metastases.

1. History of Cancer – Mention of history of tumor, no 
current CNS tumor

2. Metastatic Lesions – Reference to the presence of 
metastases. 

3. Positive but Previously Identified – A report of any primary 
CNS neoplasm but with wording to indicate that is was 
known to be present when the examination was ordered.

4. Positive – A report of any primary CNS neoplasm that does 
not contain reference to history of tumor or metastases.  
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Resection medulloblastoma
Post surgical change
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An example of a positive previously known classification.  Post surgical change implies this was already seen by a surgeon.  Language such as this was used to determine the “previously known” status.



Pituitary gland microadenoma
and no other neoplasm
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A positive classification requires no reference of any other tumor.



History of prostate cancer
No other neoplasm
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History of renal cancer
with lesions on frontal lobe
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Classification History of 
Tumor

Metastatic 
Tumor

CNS Tumor Non CNS 
Tumor

0 Negative - - - -

1 History yes - - yes

2 Metastatic implied Yes implied implied

3 Positive 
previously
known

yes - yes -

4 Positive - - yes -
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A logic table of the classification criteria.



Classification History of 
Tumor

Metastatic 
Tumor

CNS Tumor Non CNS 
Tumor

0 Negative - - - -

1 History yes - - yes

2 Metastatic implied Yes implied implied

3 Positive 
previously
known

yes - yes -

4 Positive - - yes -
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Presentation Notes
If select only class 4 then registry gets minimal load from Radiology – but can the system isolate only positive from the language in DI report?



Classification History of 
Tumor

Metastatic 
Tumor

CNS Tumor Non CNS 
Tumor

0 Negative - - - -

1 History yes - - yes

2 Metastatic implied Yes implied implied

3 Positive 
previously
known

yes - yes -

4 Positive - - yes -
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Presentation Notes
To make sure you get everything you select all classes.  This will produced the most work load for a registry.   The bulk of these tumors may already be in the registry system.



Classification History of 
Tumor

Metastatic 
Tumor

CNS Tumor Non CNS 
Tumor

1 Negative - - - -

2 History yes - - yes

3 Metastatic implied Yes implied implied

4 Positive 
previously
known

yes - yes -

5 Positive - - yes -
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Can select any combination of classes.  This would be a typical E-path configuration for pathology for registries that did not collect history of cancers.
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A graphical view of the selection regions
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The very small spot in the middle where there exists metastasis and a new tumor is not identified by the system at this time as a separate class - it would most likely be classified as metastatic.



Selection Specificity Sensitivity

History of Cancer 98 94

Metastatic cancer 99 89

Positive previously 
known

99 36

Positive 99 61

All the above 99 96
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Presentation Notes
The results – note that the best performance is in All the above.  This are results on an unseen data set – that was not used to “tune” the system.   Normally in an E-path environment, we run the system on a new data set and then perform some tuning – to resolve any issues related to pathologist language or addresses etc.  So these results might be improved if such tuning was done.



Selection Specificity Sensitivity

History of Cancer 98 94

Metastatic cancer 99 89

Positive previously 
known

99 36

Positive 99 61

All the above 99 96
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Presentation Notes
The best sensitivity and specificity – the most load for registries 



Selection Specificity Sensitivity

History of Cancer 98 94

Metastatic cancer 99 89

Positive previously 
known

99 36

Positive 99 61

All the above 99 96
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The least load for registries – but will miss some tumors.



Selection Specificity Sensitivity

History of Cancer 98 94

Metastatic cancer 99 89

Positive previously 
known

99 36

Positive 99 61

All the above 99 96
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A good compromise would be to choose the two positive classes.  This will identify most of the new tumors but will also include some tumors that are known to the registry. 



True Positive 120
True Negative 1286
False Positive 11
False Negative 5

Specificity Sensitivity
All 0.99151889 0.96

Matches Manual Auto
History 46 49 67
Metastatic 16 18 20
Positive(Known) 8 22 18
Positive 22 36 26
Total 125

1422 reports tested – no tuning
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What is the load on the registry?  If selecting only positive and positive previously known classes – the system would choose 44 reports out of 1422 – out of those 30 would be a match to the manual reference.  This means the registry would get about 14 extra reports to review.  And this number might be improved through onsite tuning.



• To reduce false positives – use class 4 only
– Will miss maybe 25-30% but will get very few false 

negatives

• To get the best of both worlds – choose 3 and 4
– Will get some false positive but no too many

• Institutions can choose any combination 
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The system is flexible and can be configured to the desired level of performance and selection at each user’s site.
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Various –
Saved slides
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Algorithm for finding concepts 

1. Move focus to next sequential item  in text (identify a word, segmenter, number, etc)
2. [option 1*: may do number search and marking first before concept search]
3. Calculate normal and cumulative co-ordinates based on segmentation rules and word 

position
4. Look-up the word in keyword  dictionary (may apply suffix reduction here) 

1. if not a keyword or number go to step 1  
2. if number - do numeric processing   (see option 1*)

5. With keyword, iterate through the list of active* concept trackers (CT) looking for ones 
that need this keyword

6. [Option 2: prune dead tracker]
1. If not found, create a new active tracker and add the new keyword
2. If found add the new keyword to the tracker – delete any keywords that are out of scope
3. If tracker is full, mark it complete ie: all key words and in required order (complete trackers 

become inactive) 
7. [Option3: Do sub-set concept check here]
8. Go to step 1 if not end of file
9. Perform negation check (may also do this on the fly in 4.c)
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Scoring – low level

• A heuristic scoring system will allow the expressions to be ranked 
and compared for overall strength.

• Each component will have an associated scoring method that is 
normalized to the interval [1, 0).

• Total score = Score1 * Score2 * Score3…  new scoring components 
can be added as needed

• Score scaling:  Not all score components have the same influence 
on the total score.  For example, expression ordering is less 
significant that density or hierarchy scoring.  A scaling factor can be 
applied to scoring component to reduce the impact of the 
particular score
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Expression density score 
Density = Number of words in expression / 

Expression length

Order score = keywords out of order / total 
keywords.   

Scaled order score = (keywords out of order + 
K)/ (total keywords + K)

Distance from question  (if the reference is 
present)
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• Combining the ideas of heuristic 
segmentation and grammar parsing.
Build a constituent tree and use this to 
augment the heuristic “distance” 
information
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If the sentence is well formed then these numbers would have more weight..  If not well formed, then the heuristic segmentation scores will have more weight.



RCA Test Location:
Emory University

Rollins School of Public Health

The goal of this study is to understand how 
clinical and non-clinical factors impact 

disparities in chemotherapy use among 
colorectal cancer patients. The specific 

aims of the study are: 1) to examine the 
association between clinical, 

socioeconomic, and psychosocial patient 
factors and racial differences in use of 
chemotherapy; and 2) to examine the 
association between patient-provider 

relationship factors and use of 
chemotherapy.

University of Michigan
RSG CPHPS-121236 

American Cancer Society
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Study Requirements
Patients with invasive pathologic stage III colorectal 
cancer excluding appendix and lymphoma histologies.  
Age > 20 years

Traditional Method of Case Identification
On-screen search and review of electronic pathology 
reports received at the registry.

Computer-Assisted Method
RCA automated screening of incoming pathology for 
colorectal cancer with one or more local lymph nodes 
positive.  Followed by manual review of cases to 
verify absence of distant metastases.

Study 1:
Patient and provider influences on disparities in colorectal cancer care



RCA Test Location:
Emory University

Rollins School of Public Health

The traditional method was performed 
on two weeks of pathology reports 

received in January 2013

The computer-assisted method was 
performed on two weeks of pathology 

reports received in February 2013

Notes:
1.  Manual pathology review did not require a separate step to identify reports with 

lymph nodes positive.  Manual review assessed each case as a whole.
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Impact of RCA

Traditional 
Method

RCA
assisted

Pathology Reports Reviewed 2,110 2,150

Colorectal Cancer Reports 203 200

Lymph Nodes Positive n/a1 32

True Stage III Cases 9 11

Total Human Effort (min) 306 min 32 min

• Saved 4.5 hours of work in the test scenario

• = 30 minutes per candidate

• For 100 candidates = 50 hours of labor savings!



RCA Test Location:
Emory University

Rollins School of Public Health

A prospective  observational cohort 
study to compare the effectiveness of 

surgery and radiation for localized 
prostate cancer, the most common 
male cancer.  The study focuses on 

modern technologies and control for 
differences in patients and treatments 

that may affect both cancer-related 
and patient-reported outcomes (such 

as impotence and incontinence). 

ClinicalTrials.gov ID:
NCT01326286

Vanderbilt University
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Study Requirements
Men with a pathologic diagnosis of adenocarcinoma of the 
prostate with clinically localized stage.  
Age 18-79

Traditional Method of Case Identification
Paper-based and/or database search and review of pathology 
reports

Computer-assisted Method
RCA scanning and filtering of electronic pathology reports 
received in real-time and containing  a diagnosis of 
adenocarcinoma of the prostate

Study 2:
Comparative analysis of effectiveness of surgery and radiation for 
localized prostate cancer (CAESAR)



RCA Test Location:
Emory University

Rollins School of Public Health

A prospective  observational 
cohort study to compare the 
effectiveness of surgery and 

radiation for localized prostate 
cancer, the most common male 

cancer.  The study focuses on 
modern technologies and control 

for differences in patients and 
treatments that may affect both 

cancer-related and patient-
reported outcomes (such as 

impotence and incontinence). 

ClinicalTrials gov ID:
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Impact of RCA

• Needed to accrue 500 subjects by 2013
• Had accrued 260 subject by November 2011
• RCA assisted accrual rate of approximately 70 

subjects per month allowed the study to be filled 
by March 2012.  Almost 1 year ahead of schedule!

“It allows us to identify newly diagnosed prostate 
cancer patients very quickly—within days of 
diagnosis”

“If we were to retrieve all pathology reports 
manually and fulfill the requirements we would 
need to visit each facility on a weekly basis.  That 
would require a lot more personnel time plus travel 
and expenses”

Michael Goodman, MD, MPH
Department of Epidemiology

Study 2:
Comparative analysis of effectiveness of surgery and radiation for 
localized prostate cancer (CAESAR)



Picture this scenario
• A key project to collect HER2 reporting data for analysis. 
• Data exist in the text of 27,000 breast cancer pathology reports.
• Budget to hire 6 students.
• Need data in a standardized, machine readable form.
• Have a 3 month deadline!
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Manual data extraction:
10 to 12 minutes per report by a trained 
reviewer
10 mins * 27,000 = 270,000 mins = 
562 days 
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Presentation Notes
You have a key project that relies on data that is only available in the text of 27,000 BC pathology reports. You have 2 months to produce the data and enough budget to hire 5 or 6 students for a few weeks.What do you do?How do you get the data into standard vocabulary?How do you get the data into a database for analysis?How do you check the accuracy of different reviewers?



 27,051 narrative surgical pathology reports for all incident breast cancer 
patients diagnosed in 2006 or 2007 in Ontario, Canada.

Constraint:  6 students with 3 month time limit to review reports, tabulate and verify data

McMaster HER2 study 
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Data required

tumour size HER2 test provision

nodal status type of test (IHC or FISH)

metastasis HER2 status (negative, equivocal, positive) 

histologic tumour grade,
histologic tumour type,

HER2 overexpression measurements 
(0, 1+, 2+, 3+, % staining, HER2:CEP17 gene ratio)

Manual: 14 minutes per report  ::   Synoptex: 2 ½ minutes per report
A six fold improvement in productivity
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In another study by McMaster University in Canada, the goal was to review 27,000 breast cancer reports to ascertain how the HER2 biomarker was being reported.  And this was to be completed within a 3 month time window.
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An overview of the technology architecture in the data extraction system just to give an idea of the various components – What was added:  Ability to create and manage reference setsStatistics and performance measurements Ability to identify reports that are difficult (error)The knowledge base is what gives the system a much higher level of performance compared to pure NLP techniques.	



History of prostate cancer
No other neoplasm
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Pituitary gland microadenoma
and no other neoplasm
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Classification History of Tumor Metastatic 
Tumor

CNS Tumor Non CNS Tumor

0 Negative - - - -

1 History yes - - yes

2 Metastatic implied yes implied implied

3 Positive 
previously known

yes - yes -

4 Positive - - yes -
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There is a trade-off in generality vs accuracy.

• NLP works great when sentence are well formed –
falls down when information is not in sentences.

• Heuristic approaches are robust – but require 
knowledgebase, experimentation and much testing.

• Use a hybrid approach – pattern match with 
heuristics and incorporate formal NLP when optimal.
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?
Registry Hospital/Lab Sensitivity Specificity

Louisiana Tumor Registry Our Lady of the Lake 0.989 0.991
Louisiana Tumor Registry The Pathology Lab (TPL) 1.000 0.982
Louisiana Tumor Registry Thibodaux 0.993 0.919
Louisiana Tumor Registry HCSD 0.986 0.995
Louisiana Tumor Registry Delta Pathology 0.993 0.989

Detroit Oakwood Hospital 0.992 0.991
Iowa UnityPoint Des Moines 1.000 0.993
Iowa Mercy Iowa City 1.000 0.984
Iowa United Clinical Lab 0.991 0.992
Iowa Iowa Pathology Associates IPA Des Moines 0.988 0.994
Utah Intermountain Medical Center 0.986 0.978
Utah Huntsman Cancer Hospital/U of Utah 0.992 0.966
Utah St. Mark's Hospital 1.000 0.974

Kentucky Tumor Registry Norton 0.977 0.987
Kentucky Tumor Registry Baptist 1.000 0.989
Kentucky Tumor Registry Univ of Louisville 0.993 0.987

Hawaii Registry Kuanani 1.000 1.000
Hawaii Registry Clinical Labs of Hawaii 1.000 0.985
Hawaii Registry Queens Medical labs 1.000 0.992
Hawaii Registry Kaiser Moanala 1.000 0.929

New Mexico Cancer Registry Presbyterian Healthcare System 1.000 0.986
New Mexico Cancer Registry UNM Cancer Cente 0.996 0.984

New Jersey State Cancer Registry Virtua 1.000 0.991
New Jersey State Cancer Registry RWJ - Hamilton 1.000 0.992
New Jersey State Cancer Registry St Peter's 1.000 0.971

Average 0.995 0.982
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Show what effect numbers have on report counts- small percent in Specificity for example can translate into a significant increase in false positives to manually review.   What does this mean?  Reduced manual effort for registries, allows much more throuput  Increase confidence in results.



?
HMR 0013 - MRI BRAIN W/WO CONTRAST  - Aug  1 2007  

FINDINGS: MRI of the brain with contrast. 

Clinical Indication: 82-year-old female with history of 
meningioma. 

Technique: MRI of the brain was obtained using the following 
sequences:sagittal T1, axial T1, axial FLAIR, axial T2, axial diffusion, 

axial ADC, axial  postcontrast T1, and coronal postcontrast T1 
weighted sequences. 

Comparison: comparison is made to an MRI of the brain from an 
outside 

institution (Downey Regional Med Ctr) dated 12/5/2006. 

There are no extra-axial fluid collections. A right frontal extra-axial 
parasagittal mass demonstrating isointense T1 signal to gray 

matter and 
intermediate to high signal intensity on T2 images with marked 
homogeneous enhancement postcontrast is noted to measure 2.6 

cm transverse x 3.4 cm AP x 3.5 cm craniocaudal. Marrow signal 
changes in the calvarium abutting the mass are suspicious for 
interosseous involvement. When compared to the prior  study of 
12/5/2006, the size and appearance of the mass demonstrates 
no significant change. There is a minimal to mild mass effect on 
the adjacent right frontal lobe without evidence of edema. 

The ventricles and cortical sulci are prominent consistent with mild 
to 

moderate cerebral atrophy. There is no hydrocephalus. The 
supratentorial brain 

parenchyma demonstrates scattered foci of T2 and FLAIR 
hyperintensities noted  throughout the periventricular, 
subcortical, and deep white matter of both  cerebral 
hemispheres, which are nonspecific, and likely represents 
chronic ischemic changes. The bilateral basal ganglia 
demonstrate T2 and FLAIR hypointensity.

The cerebellum demonstrates mild atrophy. The brainstem 
appears normal. 

There are no parenchymal masses or midline shift.  

The are no restricted diffusion abnormalities. 

Mild right anterior ethmoid sinus mucosal disease is noted. A 
minimal 

amount of fluid is noted in the right mastoid air cells. The orbits, 
remaining 

paranasal sinuses, and calvarium are unremarkable. 

IMPRESSION:

1. Right frontal parasagittal meningioma, relatively unchanged in 
size 

and appearance when compared to the prior outside study dated 
12/5/2006, 

including marrow signal changes in the calvarium adjacent to the 
lesion 

suggestive of intraosseous involvement. 
2. Nonspecific white matter disease as described above, likely 
reflecting chronic ischemic changes. 
3. Mild right anterior ethmoid sinus mucosal disease. Minimal 

amount of 
fluid noted in the right mastoid air cells..
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Diagnostic imaging is often used as a first step in determining if a cancer exists.Diagnostic imaging is used for many other purposes – too much information for registries to review manually.Follow-up procedures usually confirm such a biopsy, etc.In some cases biopsy cannot be done, eg: brain.  Hence these cancers may not be reported until after death.Even if cancers found with imaging, registries may already have information on the cancer by other means.Want to minimize information overload, need to identify cancers that likely are not in registry?Some registries want information to cross check, some only want new cancers.



Classify same as in CNS – but also look for recurrence

Classification # OF POSITIVE 
REPORTS

SENSITIVITY SPECIFICITY

1 History 148 0.973 0.997
2 Metastatic 63 0.940 1
3 Previously known 25 0.889 0.994
4 Positive 9 0.75 1
5 Recurrent 1 1 1
1+2+3+4+5 246 0.947 0.988
2+3+4 97 0.907 0.994
3+4 34 0.83 0.994

XRAY CT MRI TOTAL

QC Report Sample 749 749 2 1500
Classification > 0 21 225 0 246
1 History of cancer 18 130 - 148
2 Metastases 1 62 - 63
3 Previously known 2 23 - 25
4 Positive (new) - 9 - 9
5 - Recurrent - 1 - 1
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• Focus on the practical – which problems to address?
• Need trained people – AIM trains in AI
• Need approaches to managing AI systems, esp with 

multiple knowledge or rule bases.
• Need approaches to the testing of systems in the 

field.
– QC studies: manual check for each new (or operating) 

implementation
– Case finding logic :  thousands of reference examples
– Testing AI engine and KnowledgeBase: (~70,000) samples 

to reference and compare
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Automated testing with large reference set ~ 70K reportsWe know the performance of the lexicon based on QC studies so we can check the effect of a change Client request, SEER requirement changes, QC study changes.. Changes (or proposed changes) are run through the reference set The resulting difference are analyzed to ensure the desired outcomeLexicon always improves.



Classification History of Tumor Metastatic 
Tumor

CNS Tumor Non CNS Tumor

0 Negative - - - -

1 History yes - - yes

2 Metastatic implied yes implied implied

3 Positive 
previously known

yes - yes -

4 Positive - - yes -
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Typical E-Path configuration for pathology reports.   Talk about why different selections – show numbers for each category.



• Mostly statistics based – machine learning
– Neural models
– Statistical rules, Bayesian, machine learning 
– Deep learning (new techniques for training multi-layer neural 

networks)
– Gives “black box” model of AI – does not address underlying 

principles 
– Natural progression of the field – the “Physics” of AI dealt 

with simpler problems – knowledge representation in 
languages and logic techniques.

– Problems tackled by ML are more complex - so we use 
statistics rather than fundamental models

BUT! Don’t throw out the power of heuristics quite yet!
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Recently there has been a resurgence  of the idea of heuristics!
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